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Abstract
The verification of thesis prorrides estimates for labor, capital a,nd consumption tax Laffer
based on tbc neoelassiealn edueation based semi-endogenfifii (§E) and exogenorrs (E)
grovrth modcls for elosed eeonomy, ealibrated for the euro area, Poland and Hungary. The study
investigates the La,ffer eurve*, and the eorr§equenee§ of switchiag tax rates torrards their peak.
The tlasie model with the moet yariatile§ on their balanced grourth path (BGP) is octended Ę
the no.BGP and BGP with heterogeneorrs horrseholds' versions. These g:rtension prove to be
more sensitivc for the permanent changes in tax lates. Shifting tax rates to the top of the no.
BGP modcl hampers the key eeonomie aggregates significantĘ with a modest increase in talr
et§v€s
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1.

The thesis

In spite of several deca,d,es of the re§earch, the neoclassical economics couldn't reach a con§€nsus
with regard to the impact of taxes on the economic growth. Generally, there are two opposite
views for this issue: the first one suggests that the structure and the tax rates }rave no impact on
the economic growth and the efforts should be undertaken to lower the tax rates, since it hampers
growth by creating distortions - such an approach is called the static one. The second group of
economists supports the vierłl that the tax rates, a structure of the taxation system and e.g. the
heterogeneity of the taxpayers matters significantly for the economic growth. The second approach
is called the dynamic one. The notions of this proposition are very close in substance to the
dynamic scorirrg, i.e. dynamic quantitative consequence§ after a c}range in fiscal policy. The
advocates of the dynamic approach pursue, in general, to lower the tax rates, which may intensify
the key economic factors and increase the product, which in some degree self-finances the lorłrered
taxes by a higher tax base. Although, the dynamic concept sounds promising, but its practical
quantification poses some serious problems, which seem to diminish its popularity among the
researchers,

The study encompa,sses a wide range of subjects, and its main aim is to expand the existing
general equilibrium modeling by a more precise calibration and verify if it matters. The key doctoral
thesis are:

o T1: Srłiitc.hing from the basic model urith the balanced growth path (BGP) fbr most
variables to a^rr alternative neBGP model or to the BGP model with the heterogeneous
households has significant consequences for the maximum achievable tax rev€nues, measured
by the positioning of the top of the Laffer curve.

o T2: §hifting of the tax rates towards the maximum point of the Laffer curve (by increasing
or decreasing them) for the direct and indirect taxation in the model with the representative
agents and dynamically computed new steady states for the key economic variables, corrects
these aggregates significantly.
In extension to the basic thesis, the two anciilary hypothesis are formulated:

Hl:

The internal rate of return form investment in higher education and lifeiong learning
differs between the analyzed countries (the euro area extended by Hungary arrd Poland), and
shifting of the tax rates towards the Laffer curve peak significantly frees or tightens the human
capital taxation, built by an education in the particular countries.

H2: A unification of tłre laŁlor taxation progressivity afirong the considered countries

Inay

significantly change the life-cycle profiles of taxation and, at the same, modi§, the structure
and a sum of tax revenues.

The thesis seem relevant, while the existing literature suggest that, depending on the applied
modeling frantework (semi-errdogenous or exogenous growth model), the side and distance fiom

the Laffer curve peak differs substantially. From the practical point of view the Laffer curve may
serve in the public debate as an argument to increase the fiscal burden. Therefore, the study adds
a broader quantitative consequences for the key economic aggregates and factors. Finally, the list
of investigated countries is quite substantial and aims to show the similarities and differences
between the available EU economies in many aspects, observed from a perspective of the
distortionary taxation. To this end, an issue of potential integration of the EU fiscal systems is
tackler1.

To verify the thesis, the neoclassical growth model for small ciosed economy is hired, where
government imposes varying tax rates on labor, capital and consumption, to finance lump sum
transfers, pubiic consunrption and debt servicing costs. The model is investigated fbr the
representative agent version and the overlapping generation version, where the tax rates and
physical and human capital vary over the life cycle. The government debt and its servicing costs
are fixed on their long-term balanced growth path (BGP). The objective functions are consistent
with the long-term growth, while the government result needs to be balanced, Three fiscal
channels are investigated: 1) labor tax, 2) capital tax and 3) consumption tax - all three with the
tlala,rrcing role of the governrrrcnt transf'ers. The senri-cndogenous growth factor fbr human capital
relies on the estimated internal rate of return on investment in higher education and lifeiong
Iearning. The additionally estimated effective ta,r< rates are replaced by the alternative ones that
match data more accurately. The study repeats the calculations of the Laffer curves and respective
impact on the key economic aggregates for the extended euro area by Poland and Hungary. Their
selection was limited by the availability of the wealth survey database (so called HFCS) provided
for the individual request by the European Central Bank, which is used for benchmark
heterogerreous }rouseholds moclel.

Basically, the proof of the thesis relies on three sets of comparable models, which differ in their
internal construction. The basic model relies heavily on the concept of Uhlig et at (2011) model for
the representative agent (RA/BGP further). It's simplified and reduced by trade balance and
government investment, and if loaded with the same input data, gives nearl5, the same results as
the original model. The next RA/no-BGP model returns to the representative agent approach but
tiiffers frorn the basic motlcl in terrns of the approaclr to thc balancccl growth patłr (BGP). In this
model, the proof for difference relies on a dynamic steady state computed for each point of the
Laffer curve) so with less strict approach to the BGP. The heterogeneotx agent model aims to
show the statistically significant improvement of the results if ihe representative agents are
rePlaced bY the bunch of single age cohorts endowed with a different sets of 1) labor supply, 2)
human caPital and 3) physical capital. The current section shows their internal construction,
pointing out the differences that are relevant Ibr the thesis.
The null hYPothesis is confirmed if the numerical results between tlre models show economically
meaningful differences between these three. It may mean that it makes sense to complicate the
existing aPProach by adding the heterogeneous agents or remove a strict assumption on the BGP
to verif1 e,g. the consequences of some tax reforms. The "percentage" of the rejection or approval
of the thesis and hypothesis may depend on the sum of the partial conclusions.

,

Literature overview

On the background of the existing literature in terms of the distortionary taxation for the economic
growth, the study tries to enrich the education based semi-endogenous neoclassical growth modeling
in several directions. Firstly, in the representative agerrt framework. the approach by Rebelo (1991)
and King et al. (1999), applied by Uhlig et al. (2011) is here exparrded by the removed BGP
approach for nearly aI} variables. Instead, only several variables and all parameters are fixed on
their sort of BGP to investigate if the dynamicaliy computed physical capital, consumption, wages
or product influence significantly the shape of the Laffer curves. Secondly, for the heterogeneous
agent's approach, the study takes a step forward from Uhlig et aI. (20L2) in terms of the life-cycle
profile of labor hours, taxes and capital, to verify if such an approach makes a difl'erencc. It varies
&om , Krueger et al. (2015), because it doesn't show the changed behavior that stems from the
microsimulation in order to isolate the pure or static effect of changed tax rates and progressivity
on the shape of the Laffer curves. Finaily, the study gathers the euro area countries (plus Poland
and Hungary) for the first time, so it enriches findings of Uhiig et al. (2012) and Guvenen et al
(2008) to investigate the variety of taxation patterrrs and the directions of the econornic distortion
if taxes are unified. The intermediary data refreshment extends the findings of Boerini et al. (2011),
De La Fuente et al. (2009), Florczak et al. (2016), Paturot (2012) or Bukowski et al (2005).

3.

The intermediary data summary

While the study gathers a wide lange of subjects, the intermediary analysis are required to create
the parameters that are outdated or not present in the existing data basis and literature. Starting
from the first issue, the profiles of gross income and wealth ale very different aclo§s the extended
euro area, provided that the HFCS data are representative. The peaks vary for age, the
cumulation of wealth is in some countries smaller than inconre, anrl higher in others. The tłrx
progressivity functions show a vride variety of scales and, in fact, average effective rates for
employees' labor tax. It seems very hard to combine a common tax union based on equalized rules
to be equally distortionary for e.g. Belgium and Matta. The examination of gross/net salary and
taxation profiles provides another surprising observation: in most countries in the early period of
labor career, a relatively low taxation in offered. In non-euro area country i.e. Poiand a per§on
starting to work is hit by the flat tax. The Kakwani index brings some §urprises for a single
nurnber to sunrmarize tlle graphs with gross/nct irrcorrre profiles. The high inrlex occurs fbr LU or
IE, and the low occurs for BE or AT, although, these countries are high in tax progressivity tist, A
smaller correlation betłveen the tax progressivity and wage dispersion in the CEE countries, where
the flat taxation dominates, as compared to the WE countries with their higher progressivity,
should be not a surprise. The question may be asked then, if there's other way that increasing tax
ProgressivitY in the CEE countries? The effective tax rates are high in the developed WE countries
arrd lower in the CEE countries, and solne euro area peripheries, especially for the capita,l taxes.
For labor taxes the effective tax rates range between 53% łn Austria arrd 277c in Ireland, while the
caPital tax rates vary between 39%a in Belgium to g7o in Estonia. The smallest range of tax rates
occur§ for consumption tax rates and varies between 25% in Luxembourg and Hungary to t47o ln

several countriesl As for the other macroeconomic variables, the differences across the euro area
are significant too, especially for the production function inputs: (setting Greek data aside)
Finland has nearly 3 times more capital than Latr"ia, while Germans vrork by ll3less than Poles.
It may seem then, that a uniflcation of the tax systems could be an evolutionary process, where
the growing product is substantially linked with the higher taxation of labor and capital.

The semi-endogenous growth model intermediary data brings fairly comparable figures to these
from the literature for both internal rate of return (IRR) and the lifelong learning. However, as
compared to the proxies applied in Uhlig et al. (2011, 2012) the actually calculated estimates are
more t}rarr halved. The nrost obvious conseqllence will bc tliat the excessive taxation wottld probab}y
distort the investment in education faster, just as in case of low rate of return on physical capital.

4. The

representative agent model results with the BGP

4.t. The labor tax Laffer curve
As in Uhlig et al. (2011) the Str model shows that the taxation of the human capital is more
distortionary than the pure exogenous growth model. Consequently, the SE shows the top for a
lower rates, and some countries aTe on the wrong side of the peak. In comparison with the country
specific results of lJhlig et al. (2011), the top revenues may be theoretically achieved fbr Fłance, with

the lowest for Cyprus2 for both SE and Ex models. With regard to the distance between minimrrm
and maximum rate of the top, the minimum in the Ex model occurs for Poland and the maximum
fbr Belgium, These narrow brackcts (POL with 68% and BEL 78%) set a theoretical margirrs for
the labor tax revenue maximization in the eulo arear provided that the balanced growth path for
ihe key variables remains unchanged. A comparable setting for the SE model gives the minimum
peak fbr Siovakia (45%) and the maximum rate for the top for Latvia (73%).
The strength of the overall taxation extended on the human capitai can be spotted in the SE mode},
where many countries are on the wrong side of the top and close to it. The order of countries in
reference to the maximum achievable level of tax revenues is not far from the order of the overall

taxation burden, with high ranks for Belgium and Austria. The exception of Ireland. which ranks
lovl in the overall taxation burden may stem from a high level of the IRR, which, if taxed excessively,
moves the top of the curve to lower rates, which may also explain the high position of Poland or
Hungary, and low position of Luxembourg. The minimum labor tax rate to reach the peak occurs in
the SE model for Belgium (22%) and the maximum for Estonia (54%). A comparable range for the
Ex model is achieved for Slovakia (52%) and Portug al (73%). The divergence of the last mentioned,
tax rate span barely overlaps, włricłrseelns a hard task to solve irr the direct policy fbrmulation.
To summarize the results of this subsection, firstl;,, the range of the effective labor tax rates. if
suddenly unified across the euro area plus PL and HU, would mean much higher increase in the
CEE countris tax rates. This could deteriorate the competitiveness of these countries with possibiy
lThe study skips an issue of the
tax system efficiency to minimize the tax evasion and fraud, but it may be of

some relevanc,e to compare the effective tax rates with their nominal counterparts and achievable re.venues.
2Cypr,rs
data is incomplete, which pose a question mark on the results.

higher tax revenum. Secondly, the order of the countries for the maximum achievable labor tax
revenues reflects well their order for the effective rates. At last, but not Ieast, the taxation of human
capital influences the horizontal, but barely the vertical alignment of the labor tax Laffer curyes.

4.2. The capital tax Laffer curve
l{ot surprisingly, the range of the effective capital tax rates across the euro area is wide, starting
from 9% in Estonia and ends with 39% for Belgium. A bit surprisingly, the capital tax Laffer curve
for the capital tax revenues perspective shows a strong negative correlation with the effective capital
tax rate order łvitłrsome exceptions. The highest acłrievable capital tax revenues are envisaged tlrerl
for Estonia, while the marginal tax revenues are the highest with the marginal increase of the tax
rate by one percentage point- A very remote peak of the Laffer curve makes this graph rather barely
applicable in a direct policy formulation. There are no differences between the SE and Ex modeis,
which shows a very strong role of the physical capital and its rate of return in the neoclassical
growth model.

The capital tax Laffer curve for all tax revenues orders countries closely between the overall
taxation burderr list clf overall taxation burderr in consi<lererl corrntries anrl the capital taxation
order. Both charts suggest that it stays nearly indifferent for the changes of the tax rates, however,
the SE model shows the maximum point for \Yo rate for some countries.
It seems hard to discuss the unification of the capital tax rates in the ellro area using this class
of models, vrhile a nature arrd size of the financial markets may have historically forced the high
capital taxation of the speculative capital.

4.3. The consumption tax Laffer curve
The consumption tax ral}ges in the available dataset corrsiderably, i.e. from 14% inltaly and Spain up
to 25% in Hungary. Interestingly, the first two countries rank high in the list of input data aggregates
for the private consumption level. The maximum point for the consumption tax is beyond the t00%
rate, which stems form the construction of the utility function, where the households must consume
to maximize the utility firnction. Tire SE model mimics the order a,rrd nearly repeats the shape of
the Ex model. The countries with a high consumption contribution in product take the high ranks
in the potentiaily achievable consumption revenue levels.
The results of the consumption Laffer curve for the consumption taxes shows quite a narrow
spread of the maximum achievable consumption tax revenues across the extended euro aręa. Th€
order of countries, as in two previous analyzed types of taxes. is close to the list of the overall
taxation order in considered countries.
a).

BGP vs. no-BGP

5.1. The labor tax
The current section tries,

explicitly as possible, to verify thę thesis of this study in terms of
difIerences betweerr tłre scenarios, in which nearly ali variables are fixed orr their BGP and w}rere
zu;

only few key variables as set on their BGP.
Interestingly, the top points for both models are the same (vertically), which should not surprise,
rrvhile a very close set of equations should give a comparable maximum point. The no-BGP model
gives somehow higher achievable taxes, especially for the exogenous growth model. What m&y serve
as a value added is another feature that can be observed, i.e. the arms of the no-BGP model decrease
faster, i.e. for lower rates. It seems to be a consequence of dynamically computed capital and labor,
which seem more sensitive to the distortionary taxation. With this respect, the n+BGP RA model
is then more sensitive for the fiscal policy in the neoclassical growbh framęwork.
The labor Laffer curve for the entire tax basis also reacts faster for the increasing tax rates, but
this efi'ect is hampered by the otłrer tax rates that stay fixed. In both types of curves tŁre orcier of
countries is very close to the BGP version.

5.2. The capital tax
In case of capital tax the no-BGP model shows much narrower §pan between minimum and
maximum achievable tax revenues between countries. The ncł.BGP model reacts comparably for
higlr and low capital taxation, which trinrs significantly a promise for higlr tax revenues fbr e.g.
Estonia. The maximum point is remote as in BGP version, which makes this tvpe of model not
very useful for a direct policy application.
Contrarily to the BGP version, the no-BGP model suggests an increase in overall tax revenue
with the increased capital tax rates. However, in this scenario, the labor supply increases significantly
to overcome the shrinking incomes form the capital, in order to su,stain the consumption l utility of
the households. There is a difference between models, which positivelv verifies the thesis, however,
the conclusions may suggest that the capital taxation may grve a momentum to the tax revenues. To
see if there is a free lunch, this case wili be check later for its impact on the key economic variables,
since the capital taxation in thę neoclassical growth models is usually very costly fbr the product
etc. This is one of the rea§ons why the no-BGP model was added in this study, i.e. to be able to
verifu the costs (or benefits) of shifting the tax rates to the top of the Laffer curves, which would
give the same aggregates for the BGP model.

5.3. The consumption tax
Similarly to the capital tax Laffer curve, the no-BGP ribbon is narrower tharr the BGP one. The
dYnamically solved consecutive equilibrium give a much less optimistic tax revenues also for the
consumPtion taxation. However, there's also no maximum point up to L}O% rates, but the euro
area countries seem more homog€neous in terms of their reactions.
The full tax basis shows nearly no difference between consumption tax Laffęr curve for the
entire tax basis in the exogenous growth model, but much higher potential revenu€s in the
semi-endogenous growth model (left above).

To conclude this section and to verify the thesis: there are significant differences between the
BGP and no,BGP models mainly in terms of the sensitivity of the latter for the increasing tax rates.
This tYpe of model seems handy to see the potential of the econolny in resporrse to a rlistortionary

taxation. The most sensitive are the labor taxes, with the consumption taxes barely sensitive, The
second models may be then harrdy to veri$r the elasticities of the key economic aggregates for the
excessive taxation.

6.

RA BGP vs. heterogeneous BGP

This section attempts to verify the thesis on RA versus heterogeneous households income and
wealth. The maximum point of the heterogeneous labor Laffer curve for labor taxes occurs for lower
rates than the in the basic (RA) model. The reasons may stem form the much faster reduction of
the disposable income in the househotrds with higher income, in response to the higher tax rates.
This seems to be also a r€a§on§ that the SE model shows a very similar fast shrinking labor tax
r€venue§ than tłre basic RA model, which makes it comparable in shape to the noBGP modei. The
€xogenous growth model shows a smaller r&nge of curves with a comparable slopes. The capital
and consumption tax heterogeneous agent Laffer curves show a less relevant differences, therefore,
they're skipped in this summary.

7.

Shifting of the tax rates towards the peaks

This section provides the summary of consequ€nces of the hypothetical scenario, where the tax
rates are shifted tourards the peak of the Laffer curve§ the results for a combined for all countries,
It would be rraive to perform such nuclear scenario in reality, but also it <loesn't make sense to
believe in the exact results. The model reflects the key features of the reality, but the reality is
much more complex. Nevertheless, the current section may help to somehow approach the
direction, in which the unification of the fiscal systems may go if so decided. Logicallv. the results
take into consideration only the no-BGP RA model, which allovrs to investigate the corrected
aggregates due to changes in tax rates.
As stipulatcd in the literature review, the dynamic scoring exercise by e.g. Mankilp et al. (2006)
suggests that a reduction of the tax burden may generate enough momentum in the economy to
self-finance the tax revenues reduced by the decreased initial tax rates. The current study doesn't
operate on such tools, but due to a construction of the noBGP model allows to control the
changes in equilibrium values of many other key economic variables. If there ar€ no free lunches,
then a rerlrrction in the tax burden for a specific fiscat channel should show the particular
adjustments for many other key variables. The unification of the effective tax rates in order to
achieve the "more consistent" tax rate span in the euro area tharr currently, woulrl mean a
reduction of the rates for some Western European countries, and an increase of such rates fbr
some Central-Ea-stern European countries. The thesis of the study presumes a verification of such
an aPProach. The shapes of the curves make such task much easier for the hump shaped labor
Laffer curves (both, the labor tax and the entire tax revenues versions), a bit more difficult for the
capital tax, and hardly believable for the consumption tax rates.
A1l countrie§ are actually rrrr the correct side left }ranrl sicle of the Laffer curve for the exogenorrs
growth model, which, in spite of an update of the data to 2014, doesn't bring the new conciusions

to Uhlig et al. (2011). In order to leave the overall tax revenues unchanged, the fiscal
channels are exchanged within each considered country: usually a reduced labor tax rate or
abolished capital tax is replaced by an increased consumption tax rate. A switch between
scenarios is performed for these countries firstly, which are on the right hand side of the Laffer
curve. Additionally, also for these countries, which are on the left hand side of the labor or the
capital curve, but due to a high contribution of the consumption in the product, are a promising
candidates for high additional e.g. consumption tax revenues collected via such less distortionary
channel. There are, however, ca§es) where the model suggests that an excessive taxation burden is
so high, that a reduction of taxes would bring the extra revenues that fully self-finance the
decrca-secl rates. In tłrese rare cases7 the consumption tax is not increased. In ca^ses, wlrere the tax
scale seems optimai from the point of view of the Laffer curve7 the consequences are left blank.
In most cases the labor taxes are significantly reduced (mainly in the developed economies from
the WE), the capital taxes are abolished or reduced and these are replaced by the consumption
taxes. Consequently, the tax revenues in these countries would decrease as compared to their
relation to the growth of product, so the self-financing would be incomplete. But, they're
additionally firrłrnced by a less distortionaly con§umption taxation, with a reduced differences in
the effective taxation acToss the euro area. The range of the effective labor taxation in the
extended euro area span between 33 and 38%, from an initial 29 to 53%. Furthermore, the capital
taxation range would be lowered to 9 - 20To, from an initial 9 to 39%. Finaily, the consumption
taxation urould increase to 18 - 29Ta range from an initial 14 - 25%. The corrections are neither
complete nor, honestly speaking, fully consequent. They're not complete, since there are countries,
where the distortionary capital taxation existed and was left unchanged. Foremost, the capital
taxation in tlte no-BGP motlel doesn't seeln that rnuch rlistortionary. as in the corrsidered BGP
models. They're not consequent, while the neBGP model suggests that a reduction of the capital
tax would m€a,n a reduction in the overall tax revenues in all cases, for details see the slope of the
SE capital taxation for the entire tax base. However, the reduction in tax rates means a
particularly significant and positive influence on the investment and phy-sical capital level. that
allows to spur the economic performance. §uch an approach, that stems from a very literal
applicatiorr of the Laffer cllrves irr t}ris study, would have somc (potential) colrsequences listeri
a§ compared

below.

The shifted labor and consumption tax rates have an equal impact on the the product Y,
Private consumption C, debt B, capital l(, investment 1 and government consumption G,
The less significant impact can be spotted for labor .L, human capital f/ and government
transf'ers 7, The wage§ stay rrnaffccted.
The shifted (reduced) capital tax rates have more varying impact, mostly significant fbr the
caPital and investment, less valid for labor and human capital, varying for private consumption,
government trarrsfers, government consumption, debt and wages.

With one type of taxes reduced, the other bring the additional restrurces, which in most ca§es,
imProve the overall tax revenues, but the self-financing is never complete (the tax revenues
decrease or increase slightly. bet never as much as the product).

The countries with high return from the investment in education outperform in gains those
with lower return on human capital, e.g. Belgium is better-off than Lłrxembourg.

A reduction or

aŁlolition of the capital tax neglects in this class of model the existence of
the capital market that can be significant in size and unequal in composition and stability.
The fact of existence of the distortionary capital taxation may then refer to the historica1
correction of the highly volatile financial market.

The expected power of the additional resources }iberated qrith the reduced tax rates, can be
easily misinterpreted as the firm change, will be prone to the volatility of the business cycle.
Therefore, the reduced tax rates may result in a reduced tax revenues if the business cycle is
about to go down.
Tłre replacernent of the more distortionary taxation (reduced labor and capital tax rates) by
the less distortionary taxation (consumption tax) may tend to difficulties in the exact budget
planning due to the well known aspects of the tax evasion and uncertainties about the business
cycle, which may lower the expected revenues.

A point

above may then destabilize the vital elements of the fixed budget expenditures, e.g,
social and health care spending or investment plarrs.

An increase in the consumption tax rates may, however, change the relationships between the
key econornic aggregates towards a smaller contribution of the consumptioll, mme of which
w€re very negatively affected by the rec.ent financial crisis.
The reduced effective labor tax rates may be replaced by a more progressive taxation to keep
srrstain the revenue levels, or keep the inequality ratios low.

7.L. Results for a changed labor tax progressivity
The current subsection attempts to show the consequences of switching between the labor tax
Progressivity regimes already computed for tlre available countries. It aims then to rep}y to
hYPothesis 2 ot the study, which seeks to answer if changes in the progressivitv indeed influences
the life-cycle path of income and the reyenue aggregates.
One of the most flat tax rates across the life.cycle can be observed in Poland. It seems a good
candidate to exercise the switching between the tax progressivity scales. The Kakwani index in
Poland suggests a low inequality in distribution of income, while the profile of income increase
interrsivelY uP to age ot 40,in lirłe wit}r the financial łvealth, a.rrd starts decreasing from age of 40 as
in e.g- Portugal. This shape of the profile is characteristic also for the many other CEE countries.

The variance of income, however gro]Ms a"fter age of 40, as if thosę who succeed at the labor market
took over a part of those who's salaries f \abor hours shrink. While the inequality measures are
lower than in other countries, the progressivity seems not necessary, but while the precautionary
m€a§ures

can influence the inequaiity that may occur in the future, such an option is investigated

below. Basically, an extreme scenario will be applied to check the exaggerated consequ€nce§,

and the

progressivity tax of Slovenia u,lill be applied. The aim is to check if indeed the iow income earners
would get an effective relief, and if the richer households will carry this burden.
Although, the switch to a progressive labor tax doesn't look significantly, a usual disclaimer may
be reminded: the labor-active-life-cycle in this study relies on the average profiles for each cohort
that do not reflect the density of income concentration within each cohort. The results suggests a
slight increase in the net income for łrouseholds that earn the lowest salaries, but may bring some
significant profits if the young and relatively rich cohorts were affected.

8.

verification of the thesis

The verification of the Thesis 1 in light of the achieved results: the thesis can be fully verified for
the no-BGP model. The results difier in terms of conclusions for the macroeconomic policy, while
the }abor tax curve and capital tax curve are much more sensitive for the distortionary taxation.
Surprisingly, the capital taxation is less distortionary in the no-BGP full tax version, vrhere an
increase in the capital tax rates would meaT} an increase in the overall tax revenues, which makes
arr issue of the distortionary capital taxation a bit nrrarrced.
To verify the Thesis 2 the rates were moved to or towards the peak of the Laffer curves in two
directions: they were lowered in the most WE countries arrd increased in some CEE countries
irr order to achieve smaller span of distortionary taxation in tlre extended euro area. Due to the
shape of the Laffer curves such manipulation was much easier for the labor curve that for capita}
curve, The increased rates for the consumption Laffer curve that has no maximum point in up
to 100% tax rates was performe<l "reasonably". Althorrgh, it seems easy in the theory, but harrlly
imaginable in practice: the taxation in particular countries had a long tradition and was created
to stabilized this country public transfers and consumption. A mass reduction could destabilize the
fixed budget payments of pensions, undermine the public investment and threaten debt servicing
costs. An adequate increase in e.g. labor taxation in some CEE countries, vlhich have smaller
absolute product, would deteriorate these developing economies terms of trade and hamper their
economic potential. The unified fiscal area could produce enough economic rnomentum to overcome
the retluced tax rates and bring extra resourccs irr the comon burlget that could be divided arnong
all countries. Such an optimization goes beyond this simple study, but may be further investigated.
To summarizes: the thesis may be assumed as positively verified, while the changes are significant
from the economically realistic point of view.
The verification of Hypothesis 1 may rely. Apparently, the rates of return on investment in higher
education and the lifelong learning dift'er significantly between the extended euro area countries,
also if the literatrrre fintlirrgs are additionally t.rkerr in to account. Tlre seconrl part of the hypothesis
2 ref'ers to the possible significant influence on the human capital of the tax rates moved towards the
Peak of the Laffer curve. In fact, the investigated cases of tax rates shifted, toward,s the top of the
Laffer curve relied on the SE model. The human capital is among the variables that are affected by
the changes. The human capital changes in line with the labor supply, and it s changes are signifi.cant:
in most cases vrhere the distortionary taxation, either labor, capital or consumption, is reduced
(increased) the human capital improves significantly, and deteriorates les significantly. A positive
shift in the hrrrłan capital may be observed in labor tax rate reductions. A slight deterioration can
10

be spotted in cases of the increased consumption tax, rłrhich is the least distortionary fiscal channel.

Consequently, the hypothesis 1 is confirmed.
Finatly, the Hypothesis 2 refers to the differences between the hypothetical scenarios, where the
progressivity of the labor tax are changed in particular countries. The difference can be easily spotted
for the life cycle net income patterns, vrhich confirms the first pa,rt of the hypothesis. But for the
second part, i.e. related to the aggregates only one (for Poland vlith the Slovenian progressivity)

out of three abovementioned cases the revenues differ significantly from the default progressivity
schedule. To this end, the strength of the positive verification of the hlpothesis is smaller than in
the previorrs ca§€s. Certainly, it's possible to create an imaginary progressivity rate enough different
frorn the default settings to cłrange the otłrer two cases, arrd any nearly arry crttrer, Łlut it's beyond
the scope of this studv to optimize the tax functiorrs that far.
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